Automatic post-disaster damage detection using aerial imagery is crucial for quick assessment of damage caused by disaster and development of a recovery plan. The main problem preventing us from creating an applicable model in practice is that damaged (positive) examples we are trying to detect are much harder to obtain than undamaged (negative) examples, especially in short time. In this paper, we revisit the classical bootstrap aggregating approach in the context of modern transfer learning for data-efficient disaster damage detection. Unlike previous classical ensemble learning articles, our work points out the effectiveness of simple bagging in deep transfer learning that has been underestimated in the context of imbalanced classification. Benchmark results on the AIST Building Change Detection dataset show that our approach significantly outperforms existing methodologies, including the recently proposed disentanglement learning.
Introduction
Automatic post-disaster damage detection is one of the most important topics in remote sensing. It is crucial to quickly monitor damages caused by various types of disaster and develop a recovery plan. Approaches propsed by many previous studies require a large-scale satellite image dataset. For example, [1] collected a multi-source satellite dataset to train a binary classifier with a human-inthe-loop scheme. This dataset covers a total area of 4665 km 2 , and the area of significant damages labeled by expert photo-interpreters of UNITAR/UNOSAT is over 174 km 2 . [2] obtained several pairs of pre-and post-tsunami aerial images covering 66 km 2 of tsunami-affected areas from the PASCO image archive and conducted a survey assessing over 220,000 buildings in the ravaged areas. Another work [3] also required large-scale datasets like Spacenet dataset [4] and DeepGlobe dataset [5] to train a classifier for detecting man-made features in satellite images.
However, the requirement for large-scale datasets is impractical in many real world problems for two major reasons. First, in most cases, it is crucial to receive the results of the damage detection model immediately after the disaster. Decision makers responsible for taking action on the disaster often do not have enough time to wait for collection of datasets. Second, before the disaster, we may not be able to specify objects for damage assessment or causes of the damage. It is quite difficult to build datasets that are compatible with all kinds of objects and causes, and that can be generalized to any satellite sensor. Therefore, in this work, we propose an approach to train a model on-the-fly on a minimally labeled dataset which is constructed after the disaster. In this case, we need to address class rarity and class imbalance. From a chronological sequence of satellite images, we can easily get numerous undamaged (negative) pairs. In contrast, the number of the damaged (positive) examples is extremely small because damaged examples are collected in a short time after the disaster. To alleviate class rarity and class imbalance, we formulate post-disaster damage detection as an extremely imbalanced classification problem.
We revisit classical bootstrap aggregating (bagging) approach with modern transfer learning to solve class rarity and class imbalance. Our methodology is motivated by insights of previous researches on ensemble learning or transfer learning. Note that existing methods compared in this paper focused on properly pre-training models using a large number of negative pairs or making under-sampled datasets to balance positive and negative data. We instead emphasize the importance of making full use of imbalanced binary labeled datasets in the fine-tuning process. Despite the methodological simplicity, our method shows good performance in the AIST Building Change Detection dataset. Concretely, our contributions in this paper are the following:
1. We revisit the bagging-based ensemble method in deep transfer learning in the context of extremely imbalanced classification, whose effectiveness is underestimated in the era of deep learning. We also discuss the rationale behind the power of our approach.
2. In an extremely imbalanced classification setting, our simple ResNet34 ensemble model outperforms previous state-of-the-art models in the AIST Building Change Detection dataset by a significantly large margin. We also discuss the effect of ensemble size on transfer learning performance.
Motivation
Our methodology has a 3-fold motivation: the representation power of ImageNet pre-trained models, maximization of data usage with ensemble method, and auto-calibration property of transfer learning models. The empirical justification for this motivation is discussed in Section 3.4.
First, it is well known that transfer learning from an ImageNet-pretrained model stabilizes training process and generally yields higher performance. There are some works [6, 7, 8] which indicated that using a pre-training model has no performance benefit when sufficient data are available. Nevertheless, transfer learning from ImageNet-pretrained models is still a popular hard baseline of many tasks, especially in a few-shot setting [9, 10] . The baseline of transfer learning was also presented in the benchmark of our target dataset [11] , and showed results competitive to those of a sophisticated disentanglement learning framework presented in [11] .
Second, simple under-sampling scheme used in existing works about post-disaster damage detection [1, 11] did not give the model sufficient supervision during the fine-tuning phase. This causes low accuracy and high variance in terms of performance of damage detection because model convergence in the fine-tuning phase depends on how negative data are sampled. In the context of classical machine learning framework, it is well known that methods on bagging-based imbalanced classification effectively alleviate the two same problems, low accuracy and high variance of model performance. Thus, we adopted these classical bagging approaches to construct simple ensemble baselines which make maximum usage of negative data.
Lastly, it has recently been found that models transferred from an ImageNet-pretrained model have self-calibration properties [12] that are advantageous in ensemble learning. This is important in our scheme because the effect of ensembling depends on how well each base model used in the ensemble is calibrated [13, 14] . 
Experiments

Dataset and Benchmark Methods
We used the AIST Building Change Detection (ABCD) dataset [2] as the benchmark dataset. ABCD dataset covers the wake of the Great East Japan earthquake on March 11, 2011 and each pair of the dataset is labeled as 'building damaged' (positive) or 'building not damaged' (negative). Resized version of the ABCD dataset is comprised of 6,848 negative data and 4,546 positive data with 120 × 120 image size. For more details about the dataset, please refer to the original dataset paper [2] . Positive and negative samples from the ABCD dataset are shown in Appendix A.
For performance comparison among multiple models on the ABCD dataset, we gathered a list of methods from previous benchmark results: simple under/over-sampling scheme, transfer learning from an ImageNet-pretrained VGG model [16] , Multi-Level Variational Auto-Encoder (MLVAE) [17] , Mathieu et al. [18] , and Hamaguchi et al. [11] . It is noteworthy that the latter three methods concentrated on representation learning using only negative pairs based on sophisticated disentanglement learning. We collected benchmark results of these methods from [11] .
To simulate class rarity and class imbalance of positive data, a small number of positive data sampled without replacement were used in the training phase. For example, the "positive 50-shot" setting means that only 50 samples out of a total of 4,546 positive samples will be used in training. In contrast, all 6,848 negative samples can always be used regardless of experiment settings.
Details of Experiment Procedure and Setting
To construct simple ensemble baselines, we followed the partitioning approach of [19, 20] . Like other bagging-based imbalanced classification methods, partitioning method was proposed to compensate for under-sampling or over-sampling in the class imbalance situation. The following procedure was used for model training and inference:
1. Sample positive dataset P without replacement. The sampled positive dataset is notated as P . Then, shuffle negative dataset N and split negative data into chunks whose size equals the number of positive samples. Each chunk is indexed by a number starting at 1 and ending at the number of chunks, i.e., N = N 1 ∪ N 2 ∪ · · · ∪ N |N |/|P | . For example, in the positive 50-shot setting, the negative dataset is divided into 6,848 50 = 136 chunks.
2. Sample negative chunks by the size of model ensemble |M | without replacement. Each sampled negative chunk N is indexed by a number starting at 1 and ending at |M |.
3.
Train each base classification model M i using D i = P ∪ N i . For inference, feed the sample to each M i and get |M | scores from the base models. Then, use the average of all the |M | scores as the final decision score.
We used the ResNet34 backbone [21] as the baseline of the ImageNet-pretrained model which has the siamese architecture in [11] . For the base model without transfer learning, we observed that the ResNet34 model tended to overfit excessively on the training data, so a modified LeNet [22] was used instead. 3 Table 2 : Benchmark results on the ABCD dataset. We report the mean and corresponding standard deviation of accuracies. #Labels 5 and #Labels 50 mean that 5 and 50 positive data were used, respectively. [23] was used with learning rate of 0.001 for training, and label smoothing technique was applied to facilitate model calibration [24] with α = 0.1 and T = 0.0. Table 2 shows ABCD dataset benchmark results of the existing models and some of our models. For our work, we report the results of the ensemble model using 20 base models with transfer training for both positive 5-shot and 50-shot case. Our methodology, despite its simplicity, outperformed all previous benchmark models in terms of accuracy. Specifically, our methodology improved average error rate by 1 − 10.04 21.48 = 53.3% for the positive 5-shot case and 1 − 7.44 10.3 = 27.8% for the positive 50-shot case, compared to the existing state-of-the-art model. Since this gap is larger in the positive 5-shot than in the positive 50-shot, our partitioning scheme is particularly effective when there are fewer positive samples. It is also noteworthy that our models not only have high average accuracies, but also have smaller performance variances. Since we can reliably obtain high accuracies in positive few-shot situations, our methodology is suitable for creating on-the-fly post-disaster damage detectors in real world applications.
ABCD dataset Benchmark Results
Ablation Studies
To examine the effects of transfer learning and model ensembling, we conducted a 2-fold ablation study. First, we trained ensemble models with base model as the pre-trained Resnet34 model (transfer learning) or the modified LeNet model (training from scratch). Second, we trained ensemble models using various ensemble size. The number of base models for ensemble models is set to 1, 5, 10, 15, and 20. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show results from positive 5-shot and 50-shot setting for the ablation study.
For both positive 5-shot and 50-shot cases, base models transferred from ImageNet-pretrained weights ensured higher performance and lower variance than base models trained from scratch. This result Interestingly, in terms of error rate, the benefits of transfer learning is larger in a positive 5-shot setting than in a positive 50-shot setting. For instance, comparing the error rate from single base model to 5-size ensemble model in the positive 5-shot setting ( Fig. 1 (a) , |M | = 1 and |M | = 5), the improvement was 1 − 12.2 20.2 = 39.6% for the pre-trained base model and 1 − 26.6 33.1 = 19.6% for the scratch base model. On the other hand, in the case of the positive 50-shot case (Fig. 2 (a) , |M | = 1 and |M | = 5), the improvement was 1 − 7.7 9.3 = 17.2% for the pre-trained base model and 1 − 15. 5 18.2 = 14.8% for the scratch base model. This observation is also valid for the variance of accuracy. In the positive 5-shot ensemble setting ( Fig. 1 (b) , |M | > 1), using a pre-trained model appears to reduce the variance up to about half of the variance of the scratch model. However, this variance reduction effect is significantly reduced at the 50-shot setting (Fig. 2 (b) , |M | > 1). This observation is well aligned with the motivation about model calibration, which is discussed in Section 2 and Table 1 .
As for the number of base models in the ensemble, we obtain trivial conclusions: 4 as the number of base models used for ensembling increases, the ensemble model tends to achieve higher accuracy and lower variance. In addition, when using more than 5 base models, the improvements of model performance and variance are rapidly saturated with respect to the number of base models. Therefore, the use should consider the loss in memory or processing time and gain in performance-variance from model ensembling when selecting the number of base models.
Conclusions
In this paper, we pointed out problems with existing post-disaster damage detection frameworks and re-formulated the damage detection task as an imbalanced few-shot classification problem. Instead of creating a large-scale dataset for damage detection, we proposed a methodology to effectively solve the imbalanced few-shot classification problem by combining classical bagging and modern transfer learning. Our methodology complemented the blind spots of existing under-sampling schemes and showed superior performance compared to existing state-of-the-art models on the ABCD dataset. We expect this methodology to potentially become a new reference approach for automatic post-disaster damage detection. 
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